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A lot of homes nowadays are already equipped with a designer fire pit as a centerpiece on family
gatherings during weekends or when one simply desires to have a cozy evening at home. When
you have a table fire pit, it seems like you have your very own bonfire in a camp minus the hard
grounds. The fire is lighted in a powerful fire bowl placed at the center of the elevated table. These
tables are commonly made of wrought iron stands, copper or aluminum while some are made of
solid wood. These fire pits will go perfectly on open gardens and inside the living room or kitchen
and can be used in cozy restaurants as an additional attraction.

For you to get the very best custom fire pits in town, consider the following tips:

> Pick a table with a huge fire bowl as it allows continued burning of logs and it is also easier to light
the logs. With large bowls,  more logs can be put in which suggests logs will burn longer and less
monitoring is needed.

>  Pick a fire pit table with a fire bowl that has a cover so it stays protected when not in use.
Because of this, you can use your table the same old way if you don't want to have a cozy fire in
your place.

> If you want to have a more reliable table, pick one that is brief and closer to the ground. But, low
tables can possibly scorch the ground with continued burning. To stop this, place a heatproof pad
under the table.

> To keep your pets and children away from harm, remember to get a designer fire pit with spark
screen. Some fire pit tables are equipped with spark screen but if you purchased one without it, you
can just but one as an added accessory. If you are going to purchase a spark screen, choose one
that can be easily removed or replaced and one that can be easily opened when you have to add
more logs.

> If you are likely to place your fire pit table in your garden or anywhere uncovered, purchase an
additional rain cover for it. But if you live in a dry area or if you intend to place the table indoors,
there is no longer a need for you to buy this accessory. A rain cover will keep your fire bowl dry and
at the same time, protect your logs from getting wet to allow them to still be used the next time you
need fire on your table. Soggy ashes will speed up the corrosion of the material of your fire bowl so
it is very important keep it dry.
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We specialize in designing and manufacturing the highest quality a Custom fire pits furniture
including gas fire pit tables, fire features, copper planters and outdoor tables. We use 3D
engineering software to design and build precision laser cut metal components, this allows for
extremely fast design flexibility and delivery of custom orders. With outdoor a designer fire pit in
mind, our products are manufactured from materials such as 316 and 304 stainless steel, copper
and stone that can endure the harshest climate. We can also use any other material you may want
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such as teak, green products or special materials that you might find in your design process and do
not forget to look at our copper planter it just might be the perfect planter to accent your space.
Other fire pit manufacturers just do not compare to our quality and custom ability. CAD models are
available for Architects and Designers.
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